Smartphone-based Biometric Authentication Scheme for Access Control Management in Client-server Environment
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Abstract: As the information put together by the blend of smartphones, the cloud, the IOT, and ubiquitous computing continue to expand at an alarming rate, a data breach increases. Today, users' strong authentication and authorization approaches are increasingly important to secure sensitive, confidential, secret information. Possession and knowledge-based authentication techniques for computers, the internet, email accounts, etc., are commonly used to access vital information; they do not link a user to an established identity, resulting in most security vulnerabilities. Biometric authentication, on the other hand, has the privilege of being more reliable than traditional authentication as biometric characteristics of a person can’t be lost; they are tough to distribute, exchange or duplicate; and it requires the user to be present during the authentication process, thereby relating the users to established identities. Biometrics provides a higher level of assurance that the individual attempting to ascertain is the individual in question. Thus, resulting in a more reliable, usable, and cost-effective model with a higher level of protection to deter an attacker from obtaining entry to a computer or network and gaining access to confidential data. This paper introduces a novel fingerprint-based authentication scheme for mobile environments, enabling user authentication based on fingerprint features using a challenge-response-based authentication process. In this study, the proposed authentication system has been developed on a real Android-based smartphone, tested on actual users, and performance analysis has been carried out; empirical results reveal that the proposed authentication scheme achieves increased performance. Moreover, a usability analysis has been done to determine efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction. The evaluation results indicate its feasibility to use it as an effective authentication mechanism for mobile phone environments.

Index Terms: Biometrics, Fingerprint, Authentication, Challenge-Response, Smartphone.

1. Introduction

The wonders of technology have changed every aspect of our lives, and the enormous impact has been that of the smartphone. Smartphones in the current era enable consumers worldwide to communicate more effectively, pay online bills, shop, and even remotely control devices in their homes and cars[1]. Over time, mobile devices have come to deliver many high-quality novel features in processing power, storage, and state-of-the-art sensors, which has increased customers' interest. Most organizations in today's world take advantage of smartphone devices' ubiquity and create their applications to enable their clients to conduct transactions while on the move[2]. Because of the growing popularity of these mobile applications for accessing e-commerce and other business services, security and privacy have become major concerns[3]. Performing safe transactions and accessing sensitive data necessitates security measures that provide reasonable protection against imminent threats. Security measures based on knowledge for access control across digital networks are still used in security modernization in the current era because they are cost-effective to install and easy to revoke in the event of a breach[4]. The primary issue with these systems is that they do not identify individuals with established identities and thus do not authenticate the person who has been enrolled. Accordingly, the most reach of personal information appear to result from poorly and compromised passwords being recalled; in most cases, the users themselves have no apparent memory of their passwords and cannot resist using easy-to-to-remember passwords. Stolen and reused passwords make data useless when critical data is exposed further. In a nutshell, knowledge-based...
authentication such as password schemes appears to have no role in the world of mobile payments, where financial and identity theft is high. Various schemes are implemented to replace complex passwords with token-based authentication approaches such as smart cards, hardware keys, and chip modules. They provide a more robust protection but lack user-friendliness, are unreliable, can be lost, duplicated, or stolen, and are expensive and unwieldy, restricting their usage[5–7]. To circumvent the constraints of the authentication mechanisms based on knowledge and possession, an alternate method that is quick and secure is necessary for user authentication in mobile environments. Integration of various capturing devices such as cameras, microphones, touch screens, and swipe sensors for a fingerprint in mobile phones encourages developers to devise alternative authentication solutions based on biometrics. Authentication schemes based on biometrics are more secure than traditional passwords, as in these schemes, individuals’ physical and behavioral characteristics are used for authentication. These authentication schemes provide a higher level of certainty about the legitimate user and make it near-impossible to deceive the authentication system; thus, it could be an alternative authentication scheme to access sensitive and critical information using mobile phones. As mobile devices are personal and usually dedicated to an individual, biometrics is an obvious choice for study and implementation[8–11]. In light of the benefits of biometric authentication, in the present study, a biometric-based authentication technique is especially suited for mobile devices has been developed that can be utilized in client-server contexts and a hybrid environment.

With the proposed authentication strategy, the fundamental concept is to develop an authentication mechanism that employs biometric (fingerprint) features as a secret key between the client and the server to generate a one-time password for each client and server transaction. The current scheme makes use of application-based authentication, which ensures data confidentiality and improved security. For example, in the challenge response authentication mechanism, the server sends a different challenge value to the client each time, resulting in the generation of a one-time password. Thus, making it more secure and user-friendly when authenticating genuine users in mobile applications that are used to access crucial information. Moreover, the performance and usability analysis of the proposed authentication technique proves that the proposed authentication is effective, efficient and user-friendly for mobile phones environments.

As for the rest of this work, it is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information on automatic biometric authentication systems and fingerprint authentication as authentication techniques in smartphone contexts. Section 3 describes the proposed fingerprint-based authentication mechanism that we have developed. Section 4 presents the experimental findings, performance and usability evaluation of the scheme proposed, and Section 5 summarizes the conclusions drawn from the results. In Section V, we give a brief review of the contributions that have been made and some suggestions for future work.

2. Background and Related Work

The widespread availability of powerful computing devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops has changed the way people interact with various online services provided by banks, health care and other industries. The expanding use and reliance on these gadgets also suggest increasingly processing and storing private and sensitive information. The risk and cost of losing sensitive data increase as more sensitive data is kept in or accessible through mobile devices. As a result, mobile devices should include very high-security features for personal information and privacy protection through individual identity against unauthorized usage in the event of theft or fraud. In any computing system, the user authentication process is the first line of protection that verifies that the user is who they claim to be. Today, three universally acknowledged authentication factors based on knowledge, possession, and biometrics are used to authenticate legitimate users[12–18]. Authentication based on knowledge and possession has a specific limitation that makes them susceptible to various attacks. With recent advancements in smartphone and wearable mobile digital technologies, biometrics are becoming increasingly mainstream[3, 4, 19–24]. Not only have existing mobile companies incorporated biometric capturing sensors, but the new potential of these authentication mechanisms has also attracted the curiosity of law enforcement agencies and the banking sector[25]. In light of these advancements, many principles involved in developing biometric authentication in mobile environments are critically examined in this section.

2.1. Biometric Authentication Systems

In computing, biometrics refers to a system that recognizes or identifies people based on their own patterns of physiological or behavioral characteristics. Without any authority or knowledge, a person's identity could be determined using biometrics and are valued for their uniqueness and stability, making them a suitable biometric identifier[15, 24, 26–32]. Biometric characteristics cannot be lost or overlooked, they are challenging to replicate, distribute or trade, and they require the user to be lively at the point of authentication; they are perfectly secure than other forms of authentication. Over several decades, researchers have put many efforts into developing automatic biometric authentication systems, which dramatically reduced the identification and verification processes[33–35]. A biometric authentication system is a computerized technology that collects, processes, and stores information about an individual’s biometric features to determine that individual’s identity[33-34]. With the introduction of more powerful computers, identifying biometric records within a database of millions of records has also become much faster. Generally, a biometric authentication system comprises of four modules as shown in fig.1. A sensor module: a biometric trait that
has to be identified is sensed, a feature extraction module: from the perceived image, a machine representation (pattern) is extracted, a template database, and an identification matching module: representations deduced from the perceived image are compared to a system-stored representation, all of which are interconnected [38–44].

Fig.1 General Architecture of Biometric Authentication System

Fig.1 illustrates how a conventional biometric authentication system authenticates users during enrolment and verification stages. The sensor scans the user’s biometrics to get a digital image in the enrollment mode. The features are extracted from the sensor's image acquired and transformed to provide template data for comparison during the verification stage. During the verification mode, the sensor module also takes an image of the query. The feature representations of the query biometric image are treated to the same technique as they were during the enrollment step to receive query data. Afterwards, the query information is compared with the template to arrive at a matched result[43–47]. Many security studies are based on biometrics covering both a person’s physiological and behavioral traits. The following are some biometric-based security systems that have been revived for the current study.

A. Physiological Characteristics Based Authentication

Biometric authentication techniques based on physical features or characteristics of a person form the basis of physiological-based authentication schemes. The physical attributes of the face, retina, iris, palm, hand geometry and fingerprint are among those that have remained generally unaltered over time.

a. Fingerprint recognition

Fingerprint-based authentication is a popular study topic in mobile environments for authentication. These authentication techniques have already been deployed on mobile phones and can be viewed as a user-acceptable approach for determining an individual’s identification. It has been proposed in [48] a fingerprint-based authentication technique, developed as an Android application and operating on actual smartphones. A total of three authentication methods for fingerprint recognition have been presented, each of which assessed based on its accuracy and speed of processing, respectively. In contrast, [49] proposes a reliable, low-cost, and stable fingerprint authentication technique for mobile phone devices that are both simple and effective. The system was developed with the help of the OpenCV (Computer Vision) library and the Android operating system. The RGB matching method has been employed in this instance. These fingerprint-based authentication techniques look inexpensive and straightforward, and they do not appear to consume a lot of battery life on resource-constrained mobile phones. However, due to the lack of hardware on mobile devices that are capable of obtaining the whole fingerprint, as well as incompatibility of fingerprint recognition methodologies in the presence of dirt or cuts, fingerprint-based security solutions appear to some weaknesses in the field of developing a secure and available for adoption user solution for the masses.

b. Face recognition

When it comes to face-recognizing authentication techniques, they involve using facial features collected from digital images or video frames to verify or identify a particular individual. Face recognition is also a viable research topic in mobile authentication, and it has the potential to be very useful. The authors of [50] have developed a highly effective open face recognition-based authentication system for the Android system. The proposed system implements face, eye detection, LBP (Local Binary Pattern) for feature extraction, pre-processing for Region of Interest (ROI), feature dimensionality reduction based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) referred to as Fisherface and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) referred to as Eigenface, and Euclidean distance as a minimum distance classifier the experiments, the Fisherface algorithm was shown to be 96.0 per cent accurate in face recognition, and the Eigenface method was found to be 93.8 per cent accurate in face recognition. The face is the essential biometric attribute when designing mobile phone equipment compared to fingerprint and iris[51, 52]. However, even if mobile phone users
B. Behavioral Characteristics based on authentication.

It is possible to identify persons through behavioral biometric authentication, which comprises their specific activity or manner, such as voice, keystroke dynamic, and touch dynamic.

a. Behavior Profiling

Individuals' interactions with the mobile phone to make use of a wide range of services provide the basis for identifying an individual in such approaches; instances of such type include application usage, location, and other factors. For example, in [53], behavioral biometrics information was collected and analyzed from various Android mobile devices to give a solution for active authentication, which is intended to verify the identification of a genuine user continuously. Four biometric parameters: i) text entered through a soft keyboard, ii) device's physical location as per GPS (outdoors) or Wi-Fi (indoors) iii) used applications, iv) visited websites have been considered. A classifier has been developed and evaluated for each modality, and these classifiers are organized into a parallel binary-decision fusion design. Further, In [54], a novel access control system based on a specific user context has been implemented, dynamically giving or revoking user privileges based on the user's context. The authors have developed the strategies for Android restriction. Various closely neighbouring sub-areas within the same location can be distinguished by the context implementation, which is capable of distinguishing between them. While the setting in this paper has been determined by reference to time and location, the latter has been defined by reference to the presence of visible Wi-Fi access points and the strength of their signals and the use of cellular triangulation and GPS when these technologies are available. Despite this, such security measures are achievable on mobile phone devices. Performance inconsistency caused by unanticipated involvement by users, on the other hand, is the most significant issue that such systems have encountered so far.

b. Keystroke Dynamics

In this technique, a person's typing rhythm and style are considered. In smartphones, keystroke dynamics have been around for a very long time. In [55], the author aims to improve the existing systems based on keystroke dynamics authentication to increase the security of smartphones by improving user comfortability, such as the ability to change the PIN without any need Keystroke-Dynamics-Based-Authentication (KDA) system to be retrained. In comparison to physiological authentication-based techniques, this is a more comprehensive approach to achieving transparent active authentication without additional hardware; behavioural biometrics are being used more frequently. This results in an overall less expensive option than physiological authentication techniques. According to the survey results, physiological authentication techniques appear to be susceptible to replay attacks, in which an intruder can exploit the images of the physical traits by repeating them afterwards.

Furthermore, there is a strong incentive to increase security in the case of behavioural authentication techniques. Several ways can be used to counteract such susceptibilities while also increasing security. The author in [56] presented a framework that integrates the permuted sequence that constitutes behavioural fingerprint with the physiological fingerprint to bring together the reliability and accuracy of the two methods. If a user's fingerprint is compromised, the behavioural fingerprint works as a firewall, delaying or blocking unauthorized access to the system. The proposed behavioural fingerprint framework can identify the origin of a fingerprint and the sequence of fingerprints. It is more effective than multimodal biometric techniques and does not necessitate the purchase of any additional hardware.

Further, in [57], a biometric multimodal system for access control is described, which uses biometric traits such as the iris, the face, and the periocular to identify users. It has been demonstrated that multimodal fusion may be conducted using iris and face and periocular data. A weighted fusion strategy has been used to combine the comparison score of separate feature extraction schemes. This method investigates multiple score-level fusions to make use of the complementing information from the three modalities more efficient.

2.2. Fingerprint as an Authentication Technique in Smartphones

As more internet services are accessible through mobile phones resulted in a growing number of sophisticated cyberattacks, forcing businesses to innovate and develop newer methods of protecting the devices and accounts of the users from being compromised. The availability of a wide variety of sensors and other dynamic and user-specific information can strengthen user authentication using mobile devices[58–61]. Authentication based on knowledge is commonly used to access critical and sensitive information through mobile phones; although widely used in several modern applications, it cannot meet stringent security performance requirements. Most recent average mobile phone models have built-in biometric capturing features primarily for face, fingerprint and other biometric traits, which can be utilized to construct biometric security systems as a potential substitute to knowledge-based authentication systems such as passwords and PINs. When it comes to biometric authentication methods on smartphones, tablets, and laptops, fingerprint, iris, face, and voice recognition technologies are most commonly used. Among all biometric authentication methods, fingerprint recognition has the highest acceptability for identifying an individuals’ identity due to its
popularity because of historical considerations and high recognition accuracy, permanence, and collectability[59, 61–67]. According to the International Federation of Biometrics, because of the rising use of fingerprint reader technology by numerous smartphone manufacturers, fingerprint reader technology has gained a substantial market share; the share is expected to reach $52.61 billion by 2022. Using fingerprints for authentication has several advantages, the most important of which is that they are uniquely linked to the individual, making fingerprints to mitigate the security and usability concerns associated with traditional knowledge-based solutions[15, 58, 68, 69]. As stated by the leading mobile fingerprint technology manufacturer Apple, the possibilities of different misclassifying fingerprints are just 1 in 50,000, but guessing a four-digit password is 1 in 10,000. Privacy concerns are alleviated using fingerprints for identification by only storing a mathematical representation of the fingerprint rather than the actual image. These advantages explain why fingerprint recognition is considered more reliable than other knowledge-based solutions by 90 percent of current users. Compared to password-based authentication systems, an attacker's significant complications in copying a user's fingerprint are serious. An individual's fingerprint cannot be changed: once a fingerprint has been declared invalid, it can no longer be used as a method of identification by the user. Unlike text passwords, fingerprints do not give the same amount of flexibility as text passwords, which may be changed by simply asking the person who created the fingerprint to alter their password[70, 71]. Function creep, which uses the same fingerprints for multiple systems to authenticate them, increases identity theft risk. Other factors such as skin, sensor conditions, injuries, and wet fingers could compromise the authentication process in mobile phone environments by increasing fingerprint images' pre-processing and resources[72–74].

3. Design of Proposed Fingerprint-based Authentication Scheme

Security in user authentication is becoming a significant apprehension in modern society since it is critical to confirm its identity in many consumer applications, particularly financial transactions, to ensure its security. A biometric authentication approach based on physical and behavioral characteristics has been offered in this circumstance as an alternative to traditional systems that depend on basic passwords, PINs, or tokens. Despite its multiple benefits, there are various unresolved challenges related to biometric authentication. Consequently, it is anticipated that a suitable authentication process that is secure, efficient, cost-effective, easy to use, and that can be implemented without incurring substantial changes in current infrastructure would be designed and deployed. This study intends to build an authentication system based on biometrics that authenticates individuals more user-friendly manner by using Android-based smartphones to access vital services via the internet that require robust authentication mechanisms in a client-server ecosystem. The fundamental concept of the proposed biometric-based authentication scheme is to design and develop a challenge-response identification or authentication method based on fingerprint characteristics where the fingerprint is being shared as a secret key within the client and server prior to authentication. The proposed authentication strategy uses application-based authentication, ensuring data secrecy while also providing increased safety, security, and user-friendliness. As with the challenge-response process n system, the server delivers a challenge value to the client each time in a different way, resulting in a one-time password for every session. The proposed fingerprint-based authentication scheme comprises two processes: fingerprint registration and fingerprint verification. The complete process of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig 2.

![Fig. 2. Proposed Fingerprint Based Authentication Scheme](image)
During the registration process, the user's fingerprint is captured using a smartphone application, and the feature extractor module extracts features based on minutiae and stores them in the database on the server; these fingerprint features are shared between client and server as a secret key. When the server verifies the client's identity via the verification process, a challenge value is sent to the client to complete the verification. The user scans their fingerprint already registered; the client generates an OTP based on fingerprint and challenge value and sends it to the server. Complete fingerprint feature extraction and OTP generation process are explained in 3.1. The server generates an OTP value based on a previously registered user fingerprint in the database by employing the same process as the client. The OTP value generated by the server is matched to the one sent by the client; if they match, the legitimacy of the user is deemed authentic; if they don’t, the user isn’t.

3.1. Fingerprint Feature Extraction and One-time Password Generation Process

As a biometric trait, fingerprints are the most widely known for more than a decade, the technology has been used to identify criminals and solve crimes, and because of its accuracy and secrecy, it continues to be a significant instrument for law enforcement. Fingerprint recognition has become more prominent as fingerprint scanning technologies are integrated into smartphones, computing devices, and tablets, making it easier for users to authenticate and access key services. If we compare fingerprint-based identification systems to other biometric features, they have undergone extensive testing, with no examples of attempts to defraud the system so far. Several studies have found that the fingerprint-based authentication approach has a high level of accuracy. While certain factors like dust, cosmetics, and aging might result in false positives and negatives, the fingerprint feature has been shown to have an error rate of 1 in 500 or more, making it more accurate than other biometric traits [75–79].

A fingerprint is a distinctive pattern produced by friction ridges (raised) and furrows (recessed) on the pads of the fingers and thumbs that are unique to the person. On the finger, the ridge is a raised section of the epidermis that remains in place throughout a person’s life. A valley is defined as the area between two ridges that meet head-to-head. Ridges and valleys can occasionally be found going parallel to each other, bifurcating and terminating at different spots along the way. Fingerprints can be classified into the following basic categories, as illustrated in Fig. 3, based on ridge creation in the fingerprint [80].

![Fingerprint Patterns](image1)

Fig.3. Fingerprint Patterns

Identifying the most apparent structural characteristics on the fingerprint surface known as minutia, which is essential to distinguish among fingerprints, is not a difficult task to detect. Among almost 150 diverse forms of minutia, ridge termination and ridge bifurcation are the most often used for identification. It is possible to see the remaining of minutia as a blend of these two. The core and delta points, both of which are commonly referred to as unique points, are two critical locations for fingerprints. It is common for them to be defined by areas of substantial curvature when the ridge abruptly changes, and they are used to categorize images of fingerprints to narrow the search space available for analysis. These points are the most important fingerprint traits since they are exceedingly stable and scale and rotation-invariant when viewed at a high level. Fingerprints with singular points, such as cores, are most accurate and reliable, and they may be detected in most cases. It is the region in the fingerprint ridge with the greatest curvature and the highest point among the inner ridgelines inside the fingerprint. As defined in a fingerprint, the core point is a precise position that can be used as the starting point for determining other minutia points in later calculations [78, 81–83]. It is possible to distinguish between fingerprints occupying the same relative area and location by perceiving and comparing their minutia characteristics. An orientation field image is used to find singular points in this study, and different strategies are proposed. The Poincare Index Method is adopted in the current analysis, which is a widely used and practical way for detecting these points from a fingerprint[81, 82, 84–86]. To apply the Poincare Index Method to fingerprint source images, it first needs to be translated into an orientation field, which can then be applied. The Poincare index of all the points is calculated by totaling up the field angle differences of consecutive points in the orientation image, with the highest Poincare Index being the point contained by a digital curve (Core Point). We consider the following scenario: eight locations are taken in the neighbourhood of a specific target point. For a position (i, j), let \( (i_0, j_0) = (i, j + 1), (i_1, j_1) = (i + 1, j + 1), (i_2, j_2) = (i + 1, j), (i_3, j_3) = (i + 1, j − 1), (i_4, j_4) = (i, j − 1), (i_5, j_5) = (i − 1, j − 1), (i_6, j_6) = (i − 1, j), \) and \( (i_7, j_7) = (i + 1, j + 1) \).

Let \( \theta (i, j) \) be the \( (i, j) \)-element of an orientation field image and \( 0 \leq \theta (i, j) < 2\pi \) for any \( (i, j) \).

\[
\text{Let } \theta (i, j) = \theta (i k + 1, j k + 1) - \theta (i k, j k) \tag{1}
\]
for \( 0 \leq k \leq 6 \) and \( \Delta \theta = \theta (i_0, j_0) - \theta (i_5, j_5) \). Then the Poicare Index of an element \( (i, j) \) is defined to be
\[ P(i,j) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \Delta k(i,j) \]

Where

\[ \Delta k(i,j) = \begin{cases} \delta_k(i,j) & \text{if } |\delta_k(i,j)| < \pi/2 \\ \pi + \delta_k(i,j) & \text{if } |\delta_k(i,j)| \leq -\pi/2 \\ \pi - \delta_k(i,j) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

The value of the Poincaré Index is \( \frac{1}{2}, 0, -\frac{1}{2} \) or 1. The core and delta point is predicted when the Poincaré Index value is \( \frac{1}{2} \) and -\( \frac{1}{2} \), respectively.

Only after the core point has been identified and proven legitimate, other minutiae, such as ridge ending and the bifurcation, may be easily tracked, taking the core point as a reference. It is necessary to apply pre-processing filters to the input image, such as 2-D adaptive wiener filters 2-D median, and improve image quality by decreasing noise and extracting other minutiae's points as quickly and reliably as possible. After improving the image's quality in the pre-processing step, the minutiae extraction process begins by converting the image to a binarized image. This is achieved by setting the intensity value of the each pixel to 1 if the pixel intensity is higher than the mean intensity value of the current block to which the pixel belongs. Skeletonization is an effective pre-processing method used on the image again after binarization. It is possible to achieve skeletonization, sometimes known as thinning, by decreasing the width of all of the ridgelines to one pixel thick, which allows you to see the whole pattern as one single line skeletal view. Following the fingerprint ridges' thinning, the following step is to mark locations of minutia on the fingerprint. As the frequency of minutiae identified increases, the likelihood of getting an accurate result increase. The concept of Crossing Number (C.N.) is frequently employed to obtain minute details. For a pixel, P crossing number is specified by Rutovitz as

\[ C_n(P) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{8} |P_i - P_{i+1}| \]

The binary pixel intensity value in the neighbourhood of P is represented by \( P_i=(0 \ or \ 1) \) and \( P_1=P_9 \). If we take a specific point P as an example, the crossing number \( C_n(P) \) is equal to half the sum of all the subsequent differences among pairs of neighboring pixels in P's eight neighbourhood. The crossing number attributes of a ridge pixel can be used to determine whether a pixel is an ending, bifurcation, or non-minutia point.

If \( C_n(P) = 1 \), then the ridge has reached its end, and in case of \( C_n(P) = 3 \), then the ridge has reached its bifurcation. As ridge ends and ridge bifurcations are given greater attention, this is the best circumstance, and no need to take into consideration. \( C_n(P) > 3 \) because it is a crossing point, so this is the best possible situation. Following minutia marking, the image should be subjected to a minutia post-processing stage, as the preliminary phases would have included a significant amount of fictitious minutia. Below is a list of the numerous rules that may be used to eliminate incorrect details from images.

**Rule 1.** If the distance between a bifurcation and a termination is less than \( D \), and if the two minutiae are positioned on the very same ridge, THEN in this case both of them should be eliminated from consideration.

**Rule 2.** IF the distance between any two bifurcations is less than \( D \) and they are both in the same ridge, THEN delete the minutia that appears to be two bifurcations that really are difficult to differentiate.

**Rule 3.** IF the distance between any two terminations is smaller than \( D \). THEN minutiae are eliminated.

**Rule 4.** IF two terminations are within a distance \( D \) of one another but positioned on opposite ridges, and their directions synchronized with a minimal angle fluctuation, and there is no other termination between those two terminations. THEN delete both of the terminations.

Where \( D \) is the Euclidean Distance, which in this case is 6 pixels in this study.

The image would still contain numerous minutiae required to construct a unique string even after removing the false minutiae. Only minutia points that are unique in the region of interest of the core point are considered. It is now possible to capture all the minutiae, including termination and bifurcation, using a position coordinate and an orientation angle. The x-axes and y-axes and orientation angle define the location of the minutia points in the fingerprint. The minutiae points retrieved from the region of interest are reshaped in the NX3 matrix containing x, y, axis of minutiae and orientation angles. This matrix after that is converted into a unique string. Once the fingerprint features from the finger provided by the user at the time of authentication are extracted and converted into a unique string, the string undergoes a series of steps to generate a one-time password (OTP), as shown in fig 4. The algorithm of one-time-password (OTP) formation proceeds as follows:
1. The user registers their fingerprints with the server through the mobile application, and these fingerprints will be used as the first seed for the generation of the one-time password (OTP).
2. The user's live fingerprint is obtained through a mobile application during the authentication process.
3. The OTP module extracts the fingerprint's features and turns them into a unique string using the features of the fingerprint. The procedure for feature extraction and the unique string creation from fingerprint have already been explained above.
4. The string obtained from fingerprint features serves as the seed for generating the OTP code.
5. The string obtained from fingerprint features is passed to RIPEMD160 for hash generation, resulting in the generation of a 160-bit hash. The RIPEMD160 is chained N times to generate a secure hash; in this case, N is the value of the challenge sent by the authentication server. The use of RIPEMD160 would provide two unique advantages: a) A 160-bit hash value is more secure, b) In a prior standard, TOTP defined the Dynamic Truncation method for producing 6-digit OTP numbers from the 160-bit hash value. In spite of the fact that SHA 1 is the most extensively adopted hash algorithm for 160-bit hashes, it is theoretically susceptible to an attack. A more beneficial alternative is thus presented by RIPEMD160 in this situation.
6. When using the RIPEMD160 to generate a 160-bit hash, the hash is shortened to reduce the 160-bit hash to just a string of four-bytes.
7. The 4-byte string is converted into one-time password (OTP) of 6- or 8-digits.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig.4. Proposed One-Time-Password Generation Process**

**4. Experiment Results**

A client-server-based software application was developed to evaluate the proposed authentication scheme's performance and benefits and limitations. To allow it to be used on any mobile device running the Android operating system, the server application was created in Java and the client application in Android. The user registration and verification modules are contained within the client application; before usage, it is necessary to install it on the client-side of the smartphone. Firebase hosts the present experiment's programming module for creating one-time passwords (OTP) on the server-side and the database for storing fingerprint templates. The server-side application that generates OTP retrieves specific user fingerprint features from the database and uses the proposed OTP algorithm to generate OTP on the server. A controlled lab environment was used to conduct experiments with users of varying educational backgrounds and ages to determine whether the proposed authentication approach could provide satisfactory recognition performance under the circumstances. There were a total of 35 participants who took part in the study; they included students of the university, professors, and non-teaching staff who were all familiar with smartphone applications. Instruction was given to the participants in hands-on practice on installing the mobile application for the registration process and verification and using the proposed authentication mechanism on the smartphone. A mere five authentication attempts were allowed to each participant to assess the proposed system authentication performance.
following registration, with each user being allowed a mere five authentication attempts. When the proposed authentication scheme was tested against the biometric evaluation criteria Failure to Enroll (FTE), True Acceptance Rate (TAR), False Rejection Rate (FRR), True Rejection Rate (TRR), and False Acceptance Rate (FAR), the findings achieved in the proposed authentication scheme on the threshold of 75% are depicted in the following graph.

![Graph showing TPR, FRR, TRR, and FAR values.](image)

Fig.5. Performance Evaluation of Proposed Authentication Scheme

The proposed biometric-based authentication results are shown graphically in Fig.5. It shows that the values of the biometric performance evaluation parameters are good; in this way, the proposed scheme is appropriate for real-time biometric-based access control systems in mobile environments involving client-server architecture. The proposed authentication scheme uses fingerprint features to authenticate a valid user utilizing mobile phones to access sensitive internet services. It is critical to determine this authentication technique’s usability before implementing it in practice. For this reason, a usability assessment of the proposed authentication scheme was carried out.

The primary purpose of the usability evaluation of the proposed authentication scheme was to arrive at a usability conclusion that could be employed in potential improvements. To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed authentication scheme, measures from previous research ISO-9241-11 [86] were selected and utilized to assess its usability. According to these criteria, the essential usability aspects in a specific context are effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction with the product or service. The mobile application developed generated several important activity logs, which were utilized to measure the efficiency and effectiveness by storing the time spent enrolling and validating each user by the proposed authentication scheme. Each of the five trials in the experiment required participants to authenticate themselves using a verification module, which they were advised to do in each trial. It was necessary to quantify the five experiments’ qualitative outcomes to determine their efficiency and efficacy. The time it takes to accomplish a task is used to determine the efficiency of a process. The following formulas were used to determine the efficiency of the proposed authentication scheme’s registration and verification processes.

\[
Av(R) = \frac{\text{Sum (Successful Registration Times)}}{\text{Number of Successful Registrations}}
\]

\[
Av(V) = \frac{\text{Sum (Successful Login Times)}}{\text{Number of Successful Logins}}
\]

Results are shown in the graph revealed that the maximum time is required to register and verify users in the current study is 11 and 12 seconds while a minimum of 4 and 6 seconds, respectively. These results indicate how efficiently and quickly the proposed system can be used for authentication, demonstrating its effectiveness. Effectiveness is another essential usability evaluation parameter that indicates the accuracy and correctness of achieving defined goals. In context to the current study, effectiveness can be described as the ability of a biometric system to enrol and verify users, and it is typically stated in terms of success rate, also known as completion rate. The number of errors made during the verification/enrollment process. If a legitimate user is authenticated through a legitimate login attempt, the effectiveness is measured as the total number of successful login attempts across all of the login attempts during the authentication process of the legitimate user. For the current study, 35 users have registered; the effectiveness of the proposed method is measured by taking into account the five attempts made by each user. The success rate of a login attempt is calculated as follows.

\[
S.R.(L) = \frac{\text{Number of Successful Logins}}{\text{Number of Total Logins}}
\]
According to the findings, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the successful login rate is incredibly high; 98.28 percent of registered users appeared to be able to authenticate themselves successfully without experiencing any issues, and only 1.71 percent of registered users failed to login due to an error in which the fingerprint scanned by the mobile application did not match the template of the fingerprint kept on the server. Consequently, the OTP produced on the client and the OTP produced on the server did not relate.
Questionnaires were distributed to all of the 35 registered users who took part in the current study to measure perceptions of apparent usability after the registered legitimate users had completed all authentication attempts. The subjective feelings of the user are taken into consideration when determining user satisfaction, which describes the comfortability and significance of the application, among many other things. This is in conversely to efficiency and effectiveness. To test user satisfaction with the current system, the System Usability Scale (SUS) [87–89] has been utilized, and it was discovered to be highly effective. Using a Likert 10-item measure based on forced-choice questions, the SUS presents a global picture of people's subjective opinions about usability evaluation. It is often used after a user had the chance to interact with the service somehow. The SUS score measures its effectiveness, efficiency, and overall ease of use, ranging from 0-100. In response to the questions presented in the questionnaire, the SUS score for the proposed authentication scheme is calculated based on the answers. According to the chart below, both the individual and overall, SUS scores were computed in the same way. Under the condition of an acceptable adjective rating, a SUS score of 80.6 has been achieved for the proposed authentication technique, indicating that it is feasible.

5. Conclusion

Mobile consumers are becoming more interested in online internet services such as financial transactions, e-commerce, and other such services as the use of smartphones increases. Strong authentication is required to protect access to these services through smartphones. Relying on traditional authentication mechanisms based on knowledge in an increasingly mobile environment is proven to be unsustainable. Recent advancements in the mobile technology environment, such as the mass production of smartphones equipped with fingerprint sensors biometric authentication, is becoming an increasingly attractive alternative to traditional knowledge and token-based authentications. Incorporating biometrics into consumer-facing mobile application authentication is becoming an increasingly important business need since it provides both simplicities of use and increased security. This paper proposed a new fingerprint-based authentication mechanism that may be utilized in smartphones using the challenge-response method. The proposed authentication method prevents common attacks such as Man-in-the-Middle attacks, password guessing, and replay attacks and mitigates additional vulnerabilities such as MITPhone, SIM Swap attacks, and other SMS-based OTP authentication threats.

Furthermore, in the current work, an OTP computational process that is both secure and user-friendly has been proposed, which overcomes the constraints of existing OTP generating techniques based on time synchronization and mathematical algorithms, respectively. The preliminary findings of the performance and usability analysis of the proposed authentication system indicate that the proposed authentication scheme provides a high level of efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction to its users; therefore, the proposed authentication method is suited for use in mobile contexts.
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